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Abstract 

The study aimed at tracing the different approaches adopted by the Egyptian Press in 

handling the War on Gaza issue . In addition, the study aimed to identify and test the 

different effects of this coverage on the attitude, affect and value structures as well as the 

identity of the Egyptian public opinion with relation to the War . 

Both Qualitative and Quantitative methods were applied by the study: the Qualitative 

for content analyzing the three different types of Egyptian Press (national, partisan, 

private) with relation to their treatment of the War on Gaza issue and the Quantitative as 

related to the results of questionnaire being applied to a sample of the Egyptian public 

opinion. 

As a result of qualitative content analyzing the study sample of  the Egyptian Press 

(The Newspapers of Al-Ahram as national, Al-Wafd as opposed partisan and Al-Destour 

as private) four Media Packages were perfectly identified as basically related to the War: 

Security, Legitimacy, Morality and Opportunity .    

Concerning the Security Package, the main argument tackled in the treatment of Al-

Ahram newspaper as representative of national press (and as also reflecting the official 

viewpoint of the Egyptian government represented by the Democratic National Party) 

was enacted obviously in figuring the War as one between Israel and Hamas. On the 

other hand, the same argument was depicted in " Al-Wafd "  (as an opposition partisan 

newspaper) and " Al-Destour "  (as a private independent newspaper) as a War directed 

by Israel against both Arabic and Islamic Nations.  
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But the study found that in approaching the legitimacy package, the main argument 

of " Al-Wafd " opponent newspaper was replaced entirely by an idea figuring this war as  

one between Israel and Hamas who was negatively mentioned as an illegal representative 

of the Palestinians. In doing so, " Al-Wafd " came to terms with " Al-Ahram " in its main 

argument in tackling this media package . Contrary to this point was the stand of " Al-

Destour " who preferred to figure out the matter as a war declared by Israel against the 

Palestinian resistance represented (legally) by the movement of Hamas. 

Mattering the Morality Package  of the issue, an agreement was obviously noticed 

between " Al-Ahram " and Al-Wafd " who proceeded generally along the perspective of 

showing possible hazards expected from any steps towards opening the Egypt – Gaza 

paths in no compliance with regulations of the Egyptian authorities. " Al-Destour ", on 

the other hand, was more likely to condemn and attack the Egyptian government as major 

partner in the siege of Gaza. Here the argument was centrally about Egypt reluctance 

against the point of opening the Gaza paths on the Egyptian boundaries .  

When it came to the package of opportunity, the striking and overriding argument 

was revolving around how the crisis was managed by all sides engaged in the War 

against Israel. While doings of the Egyptian government were generally glorified by " Al-

Ahram " and so was the matter with " Al-Wafd ", some other Arab countries were really 

criticized and also denounced by " Al-Wafd ". But the matter was totally unapproved by " 

Al-Destour " newspaper who insisted on the condemnation of the stands of both Arab 

and Egyptian administrations with regard to the treatment of the crisis.  

As a result of dividing each package of  the four ones mentioned above up into eight 

ways of possible interpretation, the study showed common terms between the 

newspapers of " Al-Ahram " and " Al-Wafd " with regard to the capacity and the 

prospects being attributed to the Egyptian administration as an agent in solving the crisis. 

This matter was paralleled by launching more attack on the movement of Hamas as being 

sustained and supported by the triad of the allied Hezbollah, Syria and Iran and as being 

accountable for the great part of acts responsible for the eruption of this War.  

More noticeably was the stand of " Al-Wafd " newspaper in particular who went 

throwing more attack and denouncing of some Arab administrations other than the 

Egyptian, attributing this to either feeble governments or defaults in the treatment of the 

crisis " Al-Wafd " also threw light upon the influence of some certain forces noticeably 

and newly growing in the Middle East such as Turkey . 

Inconsistent widely with that was the position of " Al-Destour " who focused on the 

praise of Hamas and gave more credit to the views of its allies; specifically, those of Mr. 



 

 

Hassan Nasr Allah – Chief of Hezbollah- in a way to justify the positions of both sides: 

Hezbollah and Hamas.  

Equally important, the newspaper was overwhelmed by a trend to attack the Egyptian 

government and charge it with much more responsibility for the situation of War. Arab 

governments, including the Egyptian, were equally answerable or – at least – disgraced 

because of their passive attitudes towards attempts of resolution of the crisis.   

 

The above results reflects the preeminence of the Egyptian National Security sense of 

the newspapers of " Al-Ahram " and " Al-Wafd " than it is with the private one " Al-

Destour " .  

Concerning the results of the questionnaire being applied to a sample of the Egyptian 

public opinion, a relation was proved between the increased exposure to the political 

content of both (official) national newspapers and (official) T.V. in Egypt and positive 

attitude extremity towards the Egyptian government, whereas increased exposure to the 

political content of Egyptian private newspapers led to positive attitude extremity 

towards the movement of Hamas.  

Evidence was typically proved that much more exposure to the political content of 

both national and partisan newspapers, as well as the Egyptian T.V. led to the formation 

of positive sentiment towards the Egyptian government and a negative one towards both 

Hamas and triad alliance of Hezbollah, Syria and Iran.  

Such negative sentiment towards Hamas was the same indicated as a result of Arab 

newspapers exposure. Apparently both national newspapers and The Egyptian T.V. have 

succeeded in imposing some sort of transformation of perceptions of issue priorities for 

the study sample units. The belief importance with regard to the feebleness of Arab 

countries as one priority of the War issue causes was inversely resulting out of an 

increase in exposure to these two media.      

The variable of media dependency demonstrated a lot of quality effects obtained in 

accordance with media exposure ratios; specifically, with matters to the effect of media 

dependency on each of the national and private newspapers, Egyptian T.V. and Arab 

Satellite channels added to dependency on the Internet and discussions with others about 

the issue. Meanwhile, an evidence was proved that discussions with others about the War 

issue brought about negativeness of both attitude extremity and sentiment of the 

participants towards both Egyptian and Arab governments. 

Political and partisan loyalty did not indicate any influences upon the variables of 

attitude involvement, belief importance, attitude structures and sentiment of Egyptian 



 

 

public opinion towards sides of the issue with the exclusion of one case in which loyalty 

for the governing Democratic National Party led to the formation of a positive sentiment 

for favor of the Egyptian government.  

Results also showed that participants' attitude involvement with relation to the Gaza 

War gave rise to their use of selective processing that led to a kind of univalent attitudes 

with positive evaluations of each of Hamas and the Triad of Alliances inspite of the 

increase of the two values of Egyptian National security and peaceful struggle against 

Israel . 

The results, over and above highlighted the point that participants' arrangement of 

considerations or beliefs with matters to issue causes and effects had a role in the 

adoption of certain values and the exclusion of other values or even decrease in the 

adoption of those other values. The same role was also played as regarding participants' 

feelings towards sides engaged in the issue. Negative actions of Hamas as an idea led 

obviously to negative feelings towards both of Hamas and the Triad of Alliances, 

whereas the adoption of the idea of Arab feebleness led equally to negative feelings 

towards both Egyptian and Arab governments .   
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